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Introduction
The Device Configurator is the tool that allows you to create a cross
platform Android / iOS mobile application from your website. In this guide
we will show you the features and how to use the Device Configurator.
This guide has been structured to describe the controls according to their
position from top to bottom.

Initial preparation
Register on the site https://www.ibcappmaker.com and download the
connection plugin, related to the web development CMS used, from the
page https://www.ibcappmaker.com/en/ibcprojects/downloads/category/5plugins.
Install the plugin on the CMS adopted to develop the site from which to
obtain the app.
Download the Device Configurator and install it on your pc. You can find
it at this link:
https://www.ibcappmaker.com/en/ibcprojects/downloads/category/2device-configurator.
Install the plugin on the CMS adopted to develop the site from which to
obtain the app.
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1) Menu

A detail of the Menu located in the upper part of the Operational Interface.

The menu is the fundamental part of the Device configurator because it
allows access to the various functions of the application platform.
It is divided into 6 different areas that determine its functional areas. With
the exception of the help part, each menu item is used for a given
configuration of the app to be created.
1.1 Projects
The projects menu allows full management of the projects that can be
created with the Device Configurator.

Image of the Projects menu.

You can create a new project by clicking on the "New" item or by pressing
the combination of buttons 'Ctrl + N'.
Once the menu item is selected, the window below will appear.
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Image of the window for creating a new project.

In Project name enter the name of the project. Spaces and some special
characters will be converted to '_'. Open the Default type drop-down. A
series of items will be displayed indicating the language of the project you
want to create. The Device Configurator natively supports 6 Languages
plus a Multilingual project that integrates them all.
The Toolbar Type item indicates the type of images you want to use in the
project. These can be monochromatic and will follow the color of the font
used in the toolbar or colored. Regardless of this choice, it will be possible
to change its type in the image management of the toolbar. See paragraph 1.2.
Select the 'Use default images' item if you want the project to support all
default images. We recommend that you keep this item selected and
change the desired images later if necessary.
Press the text 'Close'. After waiting a few moments, a new project will be
created, the toolbar will be activated and the tree with the modules or
sections to be configured will be shown. This part will be explained in
detail in the following chapters.
The other items that make up this section of the menu are:
Open : to open a previously created project;
Save : to save the current project;
Close : to close the current project and possibly create or open a new one;
Export : to export the project to a proprietary file and send it to other
developers or simply to have a backup copy to keep.
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1.2 Images
The Images section of the menu allows the complete management of the
images that make up the apps created with App Maker. The menu is
divided into two parts. The upper part allows the management of
application images while the lower part of the system images relating to
each supported operating system, Android from Google and iOS from
Apple.

Image of the Images menu.

An app created with I.B.C. App Maker has various optional parts that the
developer can decide to use and show to their user.
In the image below you can see a menu page, precisely the one created for
the "I.B.C. App Maker ”which contains two bars, one at the top called
HeaderBar and one at the bottom called FooterBar.
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Image of the menu page showing the Headerbar and Bottombar.

The Headerbar contains the app logo, a button for accessing notifications
and a button for accessing the side menu, if activated.
The FooterBar contains a string, usually the one with copyright
information. The developer can customize fonts, images and colors to their
liking.
The BottomBar is an optional bar that contains a series of buttons, defined
by the developer, which allow direct access to some menu features without
having to use it directly. It is extremely convenient for immediate access to
all the features most commonly used by the user. I.B.C. App Maker has its
own image gallery called Repository which contains many images that the
developer can use when building their solutions. If these images, however,
do not serve the purpose or are not sufficient or to the liking of the
developer, they can be imported and / or defined as additional ones. The
image below shows the BottomBar of I.B.C. App Maker.
To customize the app title, enter the desired string under Title, instead to
customize the footerbar text, enter, change the FooterText string in the
Languages → Systems language section, which we will discuss later.
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Image indicating the position of the Bottombar.

Clicking on each of the items in the Images menu displays a window
similar to the one below. This window is called Image Editor.

Editor that allows you to associate each 'Item' present in the combobox on the left with a
precise image selected using the 'Select image' button, also on the left.
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The Image Editor allows you to define each image that must be contained
in the various sections of the app.
The sections are:
• BottomBar for all images that must be contained in the BottomBar;
• ToolBar for all the images that must be contained in the various
functional toolbars of App Maker. We will talk about these later;
• Menu items for images associated with the app's side menu items;
• Page Items menu for images associated with the application menu
page. See App Maker main page.
• Fixed images a series of images of variable size that are associated
with various App Maker functions which we will discuss later.
When managing the toolbar images, a combobox is shown for changing
the setting of the type of images to be used in the toolbar itself. This choice
overrides the one made when the project was created.
The size of the images to be inserted is 32 * 32 pixels for bottombar,
toolbar and menu items, while free size for Menu page items and Fixed
images. For the last two, we recommend using images from 200 * 200
pixels to a maximum of 300 * 300 pixels.
The Image editor has a toolbar with 4 buttons, the descriptions of which
are given below.
The 'Add' button inserts a new image for the currently
selected item in the list on the right.
The 'Modify' button modifies the image defined for the item
currently selected in the list on the right.
The 'Delete' button deletes the configuration for the currently
selected item.
The 'Save' button saves the current configuration.
The 'Refresh' button reloads the contents of the window,
updating any Item types.
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To add a new image, select the desired item from the 'Item' combobox,
click on '...' in the ‘Select image’ item and finally select an image. Then
press the '+' button to add the image to the list on the right.
To modify an existing image, select it from the list on the right of the form,
the preview of the image itself will be displayed, select a new image by
pressing '...', as mentioned above and click on the 'Modify' button on the
toolbar.
To save the current configuration, press 'Save', while to delete an
unwanted image, press the 'Delete' button.
In the combobox of the Item item there are a series of default codes that
can be used for the related images.
These are BB-Camera, BB-Chat, BB-Maps… When these are finished use
the others.
The items 'Android system images & Icons' and 'iOS system images &
Icons' allow you to define the images for the application splash form, its
icons and those displayed when notifications are received.
1.3 Debug
The Debug menu contains the functions for testing the app you are
creating. Below the image of the various items contained in this section.

Debug menu image.

By clicking on the 'Run emulated version' item, the emulator of a mobile
device is started and the app inside it is shown. This function allows you to
run the app on the PC Windows in its entirety, except the splash form,
specific to each operating system.
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The 'Apply' function allows you to apply the changes made to its
configuration to the app currently running within the emulator.
This function allows you to not terminate the application and restart from
the beginning. It should be noted, however, that the app is returned to the
home screen.
The 'Stop' function ends the current emulator session.
The 'Upload' function allows you to upload the currently saved project
settings to your server. This operation was created to emulate the app
directly on a smartphone. This is possible by downloading and installing
I.B.C. App Maker, available for free on Google Play, on your smartphone.
Start I.B.C. App Maker on the device and log in with the same credentials
as the website www.ibcappmaker.com.
To start the test of your application, press the 'App Test' item in the side
menu. Enter the internet address of your website and in a few seconds you
can preview your app directly on your smartphone.
It is also possible to access these individual functions with the combination
of keys visible on the side of the various menu items.
1.4 Deploy
The Deploy menu contains all the functions necessary for creating
distribution files that the developer will have to upload to their store for
the resale of the app.
The image below shows the open curtain.

Deploy menu image.
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Once you have finished configuring your app to be able to upload it to
your Google or iOS store and distribute it, you need to compile it and
create the distribution files. These 2 phases are not performed by the
Device Configurator, but by the bots present on the I.B.C. App Maker.
When the developer decides that the configuration of his app is finished he
must register the app on the website www.ibcappmaker.com at
https://www.ibcappmaker.com/en/ibcprojects/android-projects if it is a
Android app or at https://www.ibcappmaker.com/en/ibcprojects/iosprojects for an iOS app. If you want to create a cross-platform app, i.e. you
want both the Android and the iOS app, you must first register the two
apps separately in the relevant sections, as described above and then
register the app on the https://page. www.ibcappmaker.com/en/ibcprojects/
multi-platform-projects.
During the registration phase on the site, some files created by the Device
Configurator are requested. To obtain these files you must use the
functions present in this menu.
The ‘Deploy Android Images’ function generates the distribution file
containing all the system images belonging to the Android app.
The ‘Deploy iOS Images’ function generates the distribution file
containing all system images belonging to the iOS app.
The ‘Deploy’ function generates the app configuration file.
The ‘Check plugins’ function indicates to the developer which plugins to
buy on the I.B.C.store. App Maker for the app to be correctly generated. If
by mistake you don't buy all the plugins you need, don't worry: the
distribution platform of I.B.C. App Maker will notify you immediately
during the generation from the app by sending you an email. Once you
have bought the missing plugins, the generation of the app will resume
without problems. When the generation is completed, the distribution file
to be uploaded to your store will be uploaded to the I.B.C website. App
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Maker, directly in the area of your project and an email will be sent to
notify you.
During the registration phase of the app on the App Maker website on the
pages indicated above, various parameters are required. Fundamental are
the loading of the file under ‘System images’ and ‘Deploy file’.
At the first item the file created using the Deploy Android images or
Deploy iOS images function mentioned above must be loaded.
At the second, the file obtained through the Deploy function.
To receive notifications, both Android and iOS need additional files that
can only be created on the relevant sites of the stores in question. We refer
this topic to a later discussion.
N.B. Remember! To upload an app to the Apple App Store you need to
have a Mac computer.

1.5 Settings
The ‘Settings’ menu item displays a window that allows some
environment settings. The first is to disable the Warning messages that the
emulator shows. During the emulation of an app, if the user has forgotten
to define some images referred to in section 1.2, the emulator indicates to
the developer which image he must define because it is missing. To
temporarily silence this feature, click on the relevant item in the 'Disable
image Warnings' section.
The ‘Projects path’ section indicates where the Device configurator
should create user projects.
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Image of the system settings window.

1.6 Help
The ‘Help’ is one of the most important sections for those who are
approaching the use of I.B.C. App Maker because it allows you to learn
how it works. Clicking on each item displays the help in .chm format, open
to a specific page, containing information on the indicated topic.

Help menu image.
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1.7 The emulator
The ‘Device Configurator’ allows you to view the app that is being
developed without the need for a physical smartphone or tablet device.
This possibility is given by the ‘Debug’ functions seen in paragraph 1.3 to
which we refer for a complete overview of the application test.
In the lower part of the emulation window there are 4 buttons that allow
the control. These, in addition to the possibility offered by physical
devices, have additional functions. In the figure below we can see the
emulator at startup.

Emulator when starting the app.

Functions of the emulator buttons:
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•
•
•
•

A) Closes the current page and moves to the previous one, common
in Android;
B) Start emulation after a stop;
C) Finish running the application by closing the emulator window;
D) Stops the execution of the emulator showing it as a simple
window. This function allows you to move the window anywhere on
the screen. To resume running the app, press button B).

2) Toolbar, device & OS Bar
The toolbar allows direct access to the most commonly used functions.
Below an image of him.

Image of the Device Configurator toolbar.

Its use and functions are very user-friendly. Thanks to Device parameter
you can set the using Phone or Tablet device, while with O.S. parameter
you can set Android or iOS operating system.
After selecting a configuration, all the changes in Configurator parameters
will be only related to this configuration. It is possible to copy a
configuration onto another one clicking the button on the right of the
combobox with the operating system. It opens a popup menu with 5 items
as in the image below.
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Selecting different menu items, you can copy the running configuration
onto another one. You need to pay attention when using this function
because all the graphic parameters of the app will be overwritten.
It is important to note that configuration parameters are divided into two
typologies: graphic and functional. Graphic parameters are those related to
the interface, such as font, color or alignment. On the contrary, functional
parameters set the plugin conduct. All the graphic parameters must be set
on each platform and operating system, while you can set just once the
functional ones because they will be shared automatically.

3) Configuration
In this section we will discuss the app configuration parameters that can be
selected from the tree on the left of the configurator, directly under the
heading ‘Configuration’.
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Image of the Device configurator.

3.1 General
In the ‘General’ section, the general parameters of the application are
defined.
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General configuration properties image.

All parameters are unique and shared between the various platforms.
The 'Main Form' property defines the main form of the app. It is usually
set as Menu Page but you can define any form as main, once you have
defined it correctly. This form is opened when the app is run.
The Website domain property indicates the website where the app
connection plugin is installed. By pressing the 'Test' button you can check
if the installation of this plugin is correct.
The 'CMS admin email' and 'CMS admin password' properties indicate
the website administrator account which must necessarily have
administrative rights. This account is used by the Database plugin for
creating database tables.
The 'Presentation' property indicates whether or not to use an app
presentation before user registration. The presentation plugin can be used
before using any plugin defined in the menu, in the menu page or in the
bottombar.

3.2 Languages
Languages is the section where you can manage the language and the
translations in which the various strings of the interface appear. Languages
has two features:
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• To set/update default strings in one of the six pre-set languages
(Italian, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese and German) or to add
a new language;
• To add custom strings, which are set by the user, in current
platform’s languages.

Pagina di gestione delle lingue per la configurazione dell'app. Qui è possibile gestire le
stringhe di sistema e le stringhe utente.

To choose one of the six default languages, simply select it in the
Languages combobox. To add a new language, instead, click on the ‘Add
New’ command combobox and select one of the languages present, then
click on button A).
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By selecting the 'System strings' tab it is possible to modify or define the
app's system strings, such as error messages, user messages, general
interface labels.
To delete an already defined language click on button C) while to define
the default language, set a language and press button B).
It is important to define a default language because this is used when the
app is run on a phone that does not contain one of the languages defined
for the project.
The device configurator manages a language repository that can be
exported and imported in a tabbed txt format or .csv with a tab
character separator. Buttons D) and E), relatively, export and import the
strings that the user can send to a translator or entrust to Google translator.
The F) button updates and alphabetically reorders the strings while the
G) button saves the translations to disk.
By selecting the 'Custom strings' tab it is possible to modify or define any
user strings present in the app, such as labels, descriptions, text prompts ...
of database fields belonging to tables created and managed with the
'Database' plugin (see section 7).
3.3 User profiles
This section defines the user profiles supported by the app. In practice, you
must enter all the profiles defined on your CMS.
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Image of the section defining user profiles.

The default Device configurator contains all user profiles of supported
CMSs.
To add a new profile, press the '+' button, enter the desired string and
confirm with the 'OK' button.
To delete a profile, first select it and then press '-'.
If you want you can also change their order using the arrows placed under
the list.
3.4 Admin profiles
This section defines the administrative profiles supported by the app.
By default the Device configurator contains Super User and
Administrator.
The developer can add a new profile by selecting it from the User Profiles
combobox and then pressing the '+' button.
To delete it, you just have to select it and press the '-' button.
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Image of the section that defines the administrative profiles.

These profiles are very important because they allow you to enable some
app functions only to those with administrative privileges.
3.5 Designer params
This section contains the parameters that indicate how the various forms
that make up the app must be designed. Like many of the parameters
covered, these must be entered for each platform. The Device Configurator
already has acceptable default values.

Image of the basic parameters for the creation of forms.
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The Database form section indicates the parameters with which all
database forms are created.
The Start X and Start Y parameters indicate in pixels the coordinates
from which the creation of the form must start.
‘Interline’ indicates, in pixels, the space between two fields while ‘Space’
indicates the space between a ‘Label’ and the associated control.
The ‘Space’ parameter of ‘Menu Page’ indicates, in pixels, the space
between the edges and the various objects that make up this page.
The parameters of the ‘Buttons’ section indicate the maximum size that
these must have within the app and the maximum number of buttons that
can be had for a single row, excluding the buttons of the various toolbar of
the supported plugins.

3.6 Item Tags
This section explains how to manage the image identifiers of the Menu,
Menu Page, Bottombar and Fixed Images sections, covered in section
1.2. First of all select an item from the Item Type combobox (see figure
below). A series of items will appear in the listbox below. These are the
identifiers of the images currently in use. To add a new item click on the
'+' and write a string that identifies the code of the image you want to use.
To delete an identifier that is no longer in use, select it and press '-', to
modify it, select the item, double click with the mouse and modify the
proposed string by pressing the 'OK' button.
To update the codes of the images in the relative window, if already open,
it is necessary to close and reopen it or press the Refresh button.
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Image of the Item tags section.

3.7 Sounds
The Sounds section allows you to define and customize the sounds
emitted by the Instant Messaging and Notifications plugins. By
selecting an item from the related comboboxes, you can set the sound
indicated by the .mp3 file to the item indicated.
The following sounds are supported for related plugins:
• Notifications
Notifications received: indicates the receipt of a new notification;
Unread notifications: issued when the app is started, it indicates
that there are notifications already received but not yet read.
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• Instant messaging
Message sent: indicates the correct sending of a message;
Message received: indicates the receipt of a new message;
Media uploaded: indicates the end of sending a media file
(image, video, sound, document or voice message);
Media downloaded: indicates the end of the download of a
received media file (image, video, sound, document or voice
message);
To listen to a sound, press the button

Image showing the parameters of the Sounds section.
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4) App syles
This section contains the parameters that define the graphic parameters of
the objects that make up the app such as the 'Splash form', the ‘Header’,
the 'Footer', the 'Toolbar', the 'Bottombar' and the 'Menu'.
4.1 Splash form
The splash form is the form that is shown during the primary stage of app
loading. It generally contains the image of the logo of the company that
develops the app. This image is defined in the ‘Android System images
& Icons’ section or in the ‘iOS System images & Icons section’. The
developer must insert images of different sizes depending on whether the
app is running on a smartphone or tablet. The choice of image size is left
to the operating system.

Image of the splash form parameters.

After the operating system splash form, the app loads a splash form just
during the connection time with the database, the website and the user
login. The Phone splash or Tablet splash images defined in the
Images/Fixed Images menu section are displayed alternately on the
‘Splash Form’.
In this form below is shown a string of which font and colors must be
defined. Pressing the Customize button the relevant designer is shown.
Pressing Apply confirms the choice.
This designer is used for all sections of the app.
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It is important to note that the live object is shown on the left, i.e. it
changes as the properties entered change.
A trick. If you want to hide the loading label, assign it the same color as
the Background color of the app.
4.2 Header
Header is the section that controls the properties of the header.

Section for configuring the header bar.

Pressing the Customize button opens the property editor. Since this is
intuitive we will not go any further.
Clicking on the Show button shows a window indicating where this
module is to be displayed. Each single item in the list shows a single
plugin or section of the app, enabling which allows the app to show the
module in the section indicated.
Eg. by enabling Menu page, the developer wants to show the headerbar
on the home page of the app, while enabling Camera plugin this will be
displayed in the plugin for managing the photo camera.
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To view the effect obtained within the app, you can start the emulator that
will follow in its currently saved configuration. Pressing Debug/Run
emulated version starts emulation. After a few moments, a device with the
app running will be displayed. Use the app as if it were on a smartphone
or tablet, to check the result of the chosen configuration.
4.3 Footer
Footer is the section that controls the properties of the footerbar.

Section for configuring the footer bar.

The properties of the footerbar are similar to those of the headerbar so the
discussion is similar.
The string that is shown in this section is defined in Languages/System
strings/Footer text.

4.4 Toolbar
Many plugins available with I.B.C. App Maker have their own toolbar.

Section for configuring the toolbar.
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In this section it is possible to define all the properties common to the
various toolbars such as font, background color, foreground color, progress
bar colors, shown during the loading of web pages.
The Show property indicates whether to show the various toolbars within
the app. It is strongly recommended to keep this option enabled otherwise
the app could have unwanted behavior.
4.5 Bottombar
In this section we define the properties of the Bottombar. This can be
understood as a toolbar at the bottom of the application that contains
buttons for direct access to all the most commonly used functions within
the app itself.

Image of the bottombar configuration section.

The Customize and Show sections have been dealt with previously, for
example in paragraph 4.2, so we won't go further.
Pressing the Items button shows the editor of the items that make up the
bottombar. Below is a picture of him.
On the left, this has a list with the items created and on the right the
properties of each item.
The combobox Text shows the list of custom strings codes (see section
Languages 3.2) that the developer has defined. This is used to define the
Label of the item in question.
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Image of the bottombar editor.

The Plugin combobox shows the list of available plugins that can be
associated with the item you are creating or modifying.
The combobox Image shows the list of available image codes that can be
associated with the item. These images are defined in the menu section
Images/Menu images.
The Presentation combobox shows the list of Presentation module codes,
defined in the relative plugin, which can be associated with the item.
For the discussion of the Presentation plugin, refer to paragraph 6.7.
For some plugins, the user profile that enables this functionality must be
defined. The combobox Profile, if displayed, indicates the user profile for
which the relative button in the bar must be shown.
The Show on Android and Show on iOS buttons indicate in which
operating system the relevant menu item should be shown. It is easy to see
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that different bottombars can be created depending on the operating system
on which the app will be run.
Depending on the plugin selected in the Plugin combobox, accessory
properties may be required.
Table.newrecord-plugin
For this plugin you can see the additional property Tables which indicates
the reference table in which you want to add the new records.
Table.searchrecord-plugin
Also for this plugin, like the previous one, there is the Tables property
which indicates on which table you want to search for records.
The search fields are those that have set the Search attribute, defined in the
Database plugin, and the operator defined in the Default search property
(see section 4).
Table.viewrecords-plugin
This plugin in addition to the property Tables, above, presents the
PreFilter property. As its name indicates, the PreFilter is a filter that is
applied to the table before showing its contents. The SQL (Where)
condition to be applied is defined as a property of the table itself and is
dealt with in the chapter relating to the Database plugin.
Query.searchrecord-plugin
By selecting this plugin, the Query property is shown which indicates
which query to execute.
The search fields are those that have set the Search attribute, defined in the
Database plugin, and the operator defined in the Default search property
(see paragraph 7).
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Query.viewrecords-plugin
This plugin, like the previous one, shows the property Query, which has
the same function. Further discussion is referred to the chapter relating to
the Database plugin.
Url
The plugin URL, once selected, shows the properties Url and Profile.
Url is the web address of the page to display. This must be copied from the
browser address bar and defined for each language enabled for the app.
By clicking on the '...' button relating to the URL, an editor is shown that
allows you to define a single URL for each language. In multilingual web
applications it is common for pages in various languages to be addressed
with different URLs. In this way the Device configurator allows the
developer to customize all these addresses by centralizing the
management.
The Device Configurator automatically replaces the website domain,
indicated in Configuration/General/ Web site domain with the (DOMAIN)
Tag.
Profile is the user profile for which this button should be shown.
If, for example, you define the Joomla 'Super User' or Wordpress
'Administrator' profile, it will not be possible to show this item to a user
with a Registered, Public or SubScriber profile.
This editor has a toolbar with 4 buttons:
Prepare the editor for inserting a new button.
Save the current item in memory, updating the list on the left.
Delete the selected item from the list on the left.
Save the current configuration to disk.
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4.6 Menu
In this section, the properties of the side menu visible by pressing the
appropriate button in the Headerbar are defined.

Image of the setup section of the menu.

The treatment of the Customize and Items properties including their
editors is the same as that of the bottombar to which we refer in full.
To add a logo to the menu, define the "Menu logo" image in the
Images/Fixed images section. Below is an example of a menu.
The Show property indicates whether the menu should be activated or not.
The Use images property indicates whether you want to display the
images on the side of the individual menu items. See image below.
The buttons described below start the app test session and are present only
in I.B.C. App Maker and not in the apps you create with it.
Start the app Test session.
Closes the Test session (Only present in the iOS version).
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Application menu with logo without side images to the individual menu items.

Application menu with the presence of lateral images to the individual menu items.
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4.7 Menu page
Menu page is the section used to define the graphics and content of the
application menu page. You can see two examples below.

Image of the section that allows you to configure the Menu page.

In this section there are 2 buttons: Items and Customize.
The definition of the menu items is common to the menu and the
bottombar to which we refer.
The Customize property editor allows you to manage the item as shown in
the figure above. We skip this part because it is common to others. If
necessary, consult paragraph 4.2.
The Columns property indicates the number of columns that the page
must have. The default for the smartphone is 2, while for the tablet it is 3.
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Menu page in an Android application on a tablet.

View on Multi page enables the display of the Menu page in the multipage mode. By setting this option it is possible to display the menu on
several pages, being able to scroll them with your finger. At the bottom of
the page there is a button, pressing it opens the page associated with the
relative menu item.

Multi page menu screenshoot in an Android app on a tablet.
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5) Controls’ styles
This section describes the properties of all the controls that can make up
the app. The styles are of 2 types Defaults and Customs.
The Default styles define font, color, alignment, size ... for the various
controls that are the same throughout the app while the Custom styles
define the same properties applicable, however, only to some controls in
particular. These are the controls that define the database fields. The
developer, if necessary, can attribute a particular style to a field in the data
entry phase of the various tables to give it greater prominence or simply to
distinguish it from the others.
5.1 Buttons
The Buttons section allows you to manage the graphic properties of the
buttons of the application interface. The Customize button opens the
editor for configuring the control properties.

Image of the Buttons section for managing the properties of the app buttons.

5.2 Checkbox
Check box section allows you to manage the graphic properties of
application interface’s check box. Customize button opens the
configuration editor of control properties.
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5.3 Edit
Edits section allows you to manage the graphic properties of application
interface’s input lines. Customize button opens the configuration editor of
control properties.
5.4 Fixed text
The Fixed text section allows you to manage the graphic properties of the
TFixedField fields of the database within the application interface. The
Customize button opens the editor for configuring the font and color. To
see how this type of control works, click here.
5.5 Form details area
The Form details area section defines the graphic properties of the
buttons that manage the master / detail in the database tables. Eg. if the
developer wanted to create a master table, eg. class, and a pupil detail
table, to create an app that manages the classes of a school and all the
pupils belonging to each single class, in the master table you should insert
buttons that deal with the insertion or modification of the record in the
table detail. In this section, the style of these controls is defined. For the
treatment of the master / detail management, which must already be known
to the developer, we refer to the Database plugin.
5.6 Form filter
It often happens that you need to filter data in a table. The Form filter
defines the graphic style of the section that contains the buttons with the
various filters defined in the Database plugin.
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Image showing the Form filter section.

The image above shows the area used for the Form filter in which 3
different filters are defined. By pressing on each button, identified by a
Label, the content of the form will be automatically modified.
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5.7 Groups
Group section allows you to manage the graphic properties of application
interface’s groupbox. Customize button opens the configuration editor of
control properties.

Section that allows you to manage the general configuration of app’s groups.

Groups logically enclose a series of controls in a given area of the form.
They occur in various parts of the app, including user data editing,
company data and Instant Messaging.
By setting the property Align frame to page, the group automatically
assumes the width of the form.
5.8 Labels
Labels section allows you to manage the graphic properties of the
application interface’s Labels. Customize button opens the configuration
editor of font and color.
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5.9 Links
Links section allows you to manage the graphic properties of application
interface’s links. Customize button opens the configuration editor of
control properties.
5.10 List item
The List item section defines the background color of the application lists.
These define the side menu, database forms and more.

Example 1

Example 2

In the examples above you can see the effect of changing the color from
White to Null. The Null color allows you to disable the brush and thus to
display the contents without a background color.
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5.11 List title, List value, List detail
The List title, List value and List detail sections allow you to manage the
graphic properties of the record lists within the Database plugin. The
Customize button opens the editor for configuring the control properties.

Image showing the various components of a list.

In the image above, an example of an Android application is shown in
which the values of the records of a table are listed in a form of the
Database plugin. The various parts that make up the list are shown in red,
respectively List title, List value and List detail.
5.12 Memo
The Memo section allows you to manage the graphic properties of the
memo fields in the Insert/Update states of the application interface. The
Customize button opens the editor for configuring the control properties.
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5.13 Message
The Message section allows you to manage the graphic properties of the
Label Messages in the User Login/Register forms and those present in the
Presentation plugin. The Customize button opens the editor for
configuring the control properties.

Image showing the position of the Label Messages

5.14 Page title
Page title section allows you to manage the graphic properties of page
titles. Customize buttons opens the configuration app of control
properties.
5.15 Status field
The Status field section allows you to manage the graphic properties of
the labels used to communicate errors and those used in the TStatusField
fields of the Database plugin. Controls of type TStatusField are present in
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the Instant Messaging & Users plugin to manage user blocking or
reporting. The Customize button opens the editor for configuring the
control properties.
5.16 Custom fields
The Custom fields are controls for which the developer can define custom
styles and assign them to individual components which, in this case, do not
follow the deafult styles.

Image of the popup menu for managing the Custom fields.

Clicking the right mouse button on Customs displays the menu in the
image above. Clicking on each Create item creates a style to which a
name must be assigned. Selecting the style, its attributes page is displayed,
where with the relative editor, shown by pressing the Customize button, it
is possible to define its parameters.
These styles are used within the Database plugin, where they can be
associated with each field of a table. The developer can define different
styles for the single field depending on whether it is in the View or Edit
state. Note that, for the application of styles, the Edit status is valid both
when a new record is inserted and when the record is being edited.
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The checkbox, edit, label and memo styles can be applied to the form that
shows the single record of a table in the view, insert or edit states. While
the styles of type form filter and list item apply to the form that shows the
records of a table. In this way, the list of records in a given table can be
customized and made different from all the others. If the developer wants
to create tables with a different interface from each other, he must follow
this scheme.
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6) Plugins
6.1 Registration/Login
Registration/Login section allows you to set user’s registration and/or
login plugin.

Section that allows you to manage plugin’s configuration for user’s registration and login.

Properties’ descriptions:
 Enable: Enable property enables user’s registration and login plugin;
 Enable GDPR consent : the Enable GDPR consent property
displays a check box that asks the user for confirmation of
acceptance regarding receipt of news letters, emails or messages for
advertising purposes. The checkbox uses the Languages \ System
language \ GDPR consent string.
 Force GDPR consent : the Force GDPR consent property does not
allow user registration if he does not consent to the acceptance of the
GDPR regulations.
 Show registration: displays user’s registration page, if not
registered. This page is also shown when a registered user uninstalls
the app.
 Show Labels: shows/hides Labels of user’s registration/login page;
 Show Prompt: shows/hides page’s fields prompt;
 Detailed Registration: displays advanced registration/login
managing 'Username', other than 'Email' and 'Password';
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 Single Button or Buttons: these two properties set the plugin for
two different function modes. The former enables one button per
page and the possibility to change page from the registration to the
login one, clicking message Label; the latter enables two buttons:
one for the user’s registration and one for his/her login.

Example of registration page in an Android tablet app.
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App login/registration window on a tablet.

App login/registration window on a smartphone.

IMPORTANT! WordPress needs Detailed Registration’s startup to
work correctly.
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6.2 Camera
Camera plugin allows you to manage images on device gallery and
photographs. You can enable this service for a specific category of users
through Profile property.

Section that allows you to set 'Camera' plugin.

Properties’ description:
 Delete images: shows/hides the button that allows the deletion of
images;
 Share images: shows/hides the button for sharing the image;
 Enable Gallery: shows/hides the button that allows the import of
images from the gallery;
 Enable Photo: shows/hides the button that allows access to the
photo camera;
 Enable effects: shows/hides the button that shows the menu with the
more than 60 graphic filters available;
 Enable for profile: indicates the user profiles enabled to use the
Camera functionality.
To use a graphic filter on an image (see picture below), select filter
category (filter category), among the list on the right, and the desired filter
(filter type). Then set filter options through filter options on the left. Each
filter type has a different number of controls that manage that property.
Every time that you select a filter, it is directly applied to the image. If
more filters are selected, each one will be applied to the image obtained
using the former filter. If you want to delete a filter effect, click on None.
Each filter types list has a None element as first item.
.
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Camera plugin and available filters to modify images.

List of buttons’ functions:
Button
Function
Deletes the current image
Shares the current image
Opens the gallery to import an image
Enters in the camera, takes a photo and saves it
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Function list of effects’ toolbar:
Button
Function
Rotates the image by 90 degrees
Saves the current image
Reloads the image

6.3 Companies
The Companies plugin is related to the Instant Messaging management.
With this plugin it is possible to manage the corporate data of a company
or public body that wants to use the I.B.C. App Maker.

Data-entry page of a company in an Android application.

To customize the fields in this table, use the Database plugin which
contains 2 I.B.C.'s own system tables. App Maker. These are
ibc_companies_data and ibc_users_data. The tables are created on the
CMS database when the plugin is installed with its own default structure
that can be modified by the developer using the Database plugin.
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The functions of the toolbar are common to all database tables managed by
the relative plugin:
Button
Function
Opens the gallery to import an image
Accesses to the camera, takes a photo and saves it
Carries out data saving
Enables GPS and loads obtained data in several fields of
GPS type
For each data section, it is possible to specify if it must be shared with
other users or not. If section’s data are not shared, no one can see them or
they remain confidential.condivisi, nessuno può vederli e restano riservati.
6.4 Documents
Being able to publish content without having to access the web is an
increasingly requested performance by developers. This is why the
Documents plugin was created which allows the management of contents
starting from .doc or .docx files. These files must be created as if they were
web texts, with a title, a text and any images. Pre-translated into the target
language, they must be entered in the Documents editor (visible below).
The Device configurator will automatically convert them, through the use
of Open Office, Libre Office or Microsoft Office, pre-installed on the PC,
into .html files. The management of these files is completely transparent
for the developer who must limit himself to inserting a code in the code
field, and the name of the file with its path in the item of the language
concerned.
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Image of the Documents editor.

6.5 Instant messaging & Users
Instant messaging & Users plugin manages I.B.C. App Maker’s chat.
This service is similar to WhatsApp or Telegram. This section allows you
to program plugin feature.

Section that allows you to program 'Instant messaging & Users' plugin.
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Description of the properties:
• Chat font: allows you to change the font of the Send messages,
Received messages and Blocked messages sections which indicate
the messages sent, received messages and blocked messages.
• Info Font: allows you to change the font of chat information
messages such as 'New messages'.
• Media font: allows you to change the font of messages related to
media such as sounds, videos, documents or voice messages.
• Encrypt chat: indicates whether to encrypt the chat contents or not.
By setting this attribute, the sending and receiving of messages, the
message database on the server or device and all image, video,
document, audio or voice message files used by the various chats
will be encrypted. In this way the chats will be inaccessible.

Page related to Instant Messaging & Users plugin in an Android app.
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To set the font and background color of each section, double-click on the
desired section and an editor will open with which to perform the
operation.
By clicking on Send messages, Receive messages, Date messages, Info
messages and Hour & data font color, the property editor is shown to
customize the font and color of the messages within the chat.
The Instant Messaging & Users plugin has been designed to send text
messages, images, audio, video and documents in real time to users of the
corporate directory.
The page looks like in the image above. The Companies tabsheet is shown
only if the profile of the logged in user is compatible with the Manage
profile profile of the Companies plugin.
The Chat page shows the list of all active chats. Clicking on the username
opens the chat, while clicking on his image displays the public data of his
profile.
Users and Companies pages allow you to search for users and companies
in the directory according to set criteria by the same user. It is possible to
add a user or company on Favorites page clicking on the star at the top
right in user data’s page. Chats can be launched only with users, and not
with companies whose public data are the only visible ones.
Function list of the toolbar:
Allows you to delete chats and users/companies from
Favorites page
Launches user and company researches in the related pages
If enabled, allows you to insert business data from the enabled
user.
Sets search criteria for users/companies in the related page
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Enables/Disables the existence of a user/company in
Favorites’ list.
Clicking on the button for research criteria’s settings, the list in the image
below is shown.

List with criteria of user/company research in an Android app.

The default criterion is Name, but the user can also select others. Once the
research criterion is chosen, you just need to write the text related to the
desired research: it will be launched clicking on the research button, and
doing a search for contained text in database fields with the desired
information (if public in case of a single user). If a user does not publish
his/her address, it will be impossible to find it searching it by Locality.
Of course, this chat management is not only a messaging one, but it also
allows a user belonging to a company/professional community to speak to
strangers, as in social media.
The single user does not have to know someone’s telephone number or
email to speak with him/her: he/she just needs to be signed up and to have
a public profile on the app that hosts Instant Messagging & Users plugin.
To customize the fields of the users table, that is the table that contains the
data of the chat users, you need to use the Database plugin. The reference
table is ibc_users_data. Any modification to this table is automatically
reflected in the plugin management, therefore it is advisable to be very
careful about the changes to be made.
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6.6 Location
Location plugin allows you to manage maps and activity researches on
Google Maps using preconfigured elements. This plugin is useful in those
apps where specific product categories are sold, and where the user is
required to search for them in his/her area.
For example, if you wanted to program an app for healthcare products and
you supplied it to sale agents, they would like to search for hospitals or
doctors in their area in order to reach and/or call them.
However, if you programed an app for restaurants, hotels … you could
help users in their booking and choice, because the plugin shows users
activity’s ratings and users’ comments.

Section that allows you to program 'Location' plugin.

Properties’ description:
1. Show topics: shows/hides Near me page with which it is possible to
search for sales activities using those parameters set through Search
items property, and select them as in the image below;
2. Search items: sets research parameters of sales activities on Google
Maps;
3. Enable Location for profile: displays the user profile enabled to use
this plugin.
The image below shows the Near me page, as it appears on the user
interface. You can see where the Topics with which to search are indicated
and the section dedicated to the search results. By clicking on the single
item in the search results list, a page is shown with the data of the selected
activity: name, address, telephone number and website (if public).
Furthermore, if the device allows it, it is possible to call directly, access the
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website or, through the browser, be guided to the address of the activity in
question.

Research result by topics in user’s area in an Android app.

Clicking on the Search items button opens the form visible below. On the
left, a list with all created topics is shown, on the right there is an editor
with three properties to set them.
Text: shows a list of custom strings’ codes that can be associated as
labels to the topic at issue. Examples are Bars, Restaurant… that you
can see in the image. App’s labels are displayed in the current
language.
 Category: is a list of Google categories that gathers several signed
activities on Maps.
Search for: like Text, shows a list of custom strings’ codes that, however,
are used to search on Maps.
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Topics’ editor of Locations plugin.

If you wanted to see all the restaurants in user’s area, according to the
range set in plugin’s sensor page, previously you should set a text, such as
restaurant (text set in custom strings), and a category: restaurant and,
finally, you could dismiss search for field. Doing so, the result includes all
the restaurants in user’s area according to the Sensor page’s range, using
Google Restaurant category.
However, if you wanted to search for all the pizzerias, you should set 'text
= pizzeria', 'category = restaurant', and 'search for = pizza' or 'pizzeria'.
Remember that you should set 'pizza' or 'pizzeria' among custom strings in
several languages. When you search on Maps, other than searching by
product categories, you will search by text writing code’s translation set
for 'pizza' or 'pizzeria' in device’s language.
The editor works as Menu items editor or as Menu page items editor to
which you we send back.
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6.7 Presentation
The Presentation plugin, the latest addition to the I.B.C. App Maker allows
the developer to create apps where before using any plugin or the app
itself, the user can be informed about the features he is about to use, have
any help documents and only if willing to proceed can continue with the
use of the selected functionality.

Presentation editor image. General parameters.

The configuration is very simple and requires the entry of the data listed
below which identify the general parameters of the presentation.
• Name : name / code of the presentation listed in the configuration
form of the menu or of the Menu Page;
• Title : title of the presentation, selected from the Custom Strings and
visible on the toolbar of the same;
• Help : any document, chosen from the list of available, used as an
explanatory function of the functions of the plugin being used;
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•
•

•

Button text: text of the button present in the form that allows you to
proceed with the chosen functionality;
Show: indicates whether or not to show the user the 'Do not show
again' checkbox which, if pressed, allows the user to no longer view
the selected function;
Check style: checkbox style chosen from the Custom Styles defined
in the appropriate section.

Presentation editor. Parameters for defining the individual pages.

After configuring these parameters, the user, for each page, must define the
following parameters:
• Page name: name of the page that allows you to distinguish it in the
list on the right;
• Image: image, chosen from the Fixed Images, shown in the center of
the form;
• Title: label shown below the image, selected from the various
Custom Strings;
• Title style: style of the above label;
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•
•

Message: string, selected from the Custom Strings, identifying the
user message;
Message style: style of the above message.

Image of the Presentation plugin within an emulated app.

Button A), in the image above, present only if the Help property is set,
shows the document identified by the same property, when pressed by the
user.
Button B) is shown only if the Show “Do not show again” checkbox
property is set.
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This button indicates whether to show the Presentation form every time or
to stop viewing it after the user's request.
6.8 Security
The Security plugin was created to give users the maximum possible
security in using their app.

Security plugin settings image.

The plugin allows the following settings:
• Enabled: enables the plugin allowing all the functions connected to
it and activated.
• SIM Checker: if enabled, it allows the use of the app only if the
device does not have a sim card installed. This plugin is essential if
you want to create an app to avoid location detection by third parties,
the interception of phone calls and the installation of Trojans on the
device via text messages sent by third parties. Apps like Whatsapp
and Telegram run with a phone number based account, I.B.C. Maker
bases its account on an email, allowing the user to be anonymous and
that their device is not associated with any natural person.
• Trojan checker: if enabled, it allows the detection of any apps
installed after the last use. These apps may or may not have been
installed voluntarily like trojans. For correct use, insert the
Security.Info.SystemApp-plugin and Security.Info.Packages-plugin in
the menu. These allow the user to recognize the system apps or apps
installed by him as valid and therefore not to be reported when
necessary. To select the apps to recognize, hold your finger on an
item for a long time and the selection mode will be enabled. At the
end, press the button to save the operation. If the user does not select
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•

•

any app as recognized and therefore valid, the Trojan checker is not
activated.
Apps block: blocks the functionality of all apps currently in use to
prevent spyware leaks. I.B.C. App Maker blocks this function and
makes it available, for security reasons, ONLY IN APPS
CREATED BY YOUR OWN USERS.
User Security block: if enabled, allows the activation of the
Security.Block.***-plugin group. These plugins must be placed in the
MenuPage or Side Menu to be used. The purpose of these plugins is
to block user activity if any of them see the need to block all
communications for a limited period or permanently.
The plugins in question are 4:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Security.Block.1hour-plugin: block all users for 1 hour;
Security.Block.12hour-plugin: block all users for 12 hours;
Security.Block.24hour-plugin: block all users for 24 hours;
Security.Block.Permanent-plugin: block all users permanently.
These will be able to resume their activity after the app is reenabled by the developer.

The combined use of all these functions allows you to create a safe app
free from Trojans, spyware and unwanted wiretapping.
6.9 Urls
The Urls plugin allows the quick conversion of a website into a native app.
It is sufficient to list the various urls in the appropriate editor in the item
relating to the language concerned. These urls will be automatically
managed by I.B.C. App Maker when it has to access web content using the
language indicated by the device.
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Image of the Urls editor

The functioning of the editor is similar to that of the Documents plugin
paragraph 6.4.
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7) Database
The “Database” plugin allows you to define database tables and queries
and their record structure, by defining specific fields with appropriate
properties. It is also possible to automatically create the SQL statements to
be executed on the server, usually MySQL, for the creation of the tables
themselves. By pressing the 'Tables manager' button, the editor for
defining tables and their fields opens. By pressing the 'Query manager'
button, the editor for defining queries opens.
7.1 Table and queries

Section that allows you to program 'Database' plugin.

Properties’ description:
• View records profile : indicates the user profile enabled to view the
list of records in a table (plugin Table.viewrecord-plugin);
• Insert new record profile : indicates the user profile enabled to
insert a new record (plugin Table.newrecord-plugin);
• Manage tables list profile : indicates the user profile enabled to
manage the tables defined for the app, also managing their contents
(plugin Table.management-plugin);
• Tables manager: editor for managing and creating database tables.
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Plugin’s editor to manage the database.

Functions to manage tables:
New table

Prepares a data-entry window to create a new
table.

Save table

Saves table’s settings that you have now
created or modified.

Delete table

Deletes running table’s setting.
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Functions to manage fields:
New field

Adds a new field after selecting its type.

Save field

Saves inserted settings of the current field.

Delete field

Deletes the field currently selected.

Add strings

Adds custom strings to the application
dictionary, directly from Tables Manager.

Functions to manage database:
Save to disk
Make sql
statement for
table
Create table
on MySql db

Saves all the settings on the disk.
Views SQL statements related to the selected
table’s creation. Copying this statement on
the server, the desired table will be created
in a database.
Creates or updates the selected table directly
on CMS database. If the table already exists
and includes data, they will be deleted.

After clicking on 'New table' button, several command groups will appear
in the form (combo box, label and checkbox), which are divided into three
tabsheets: Table options, Groups and SQL.
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7.2 Table options
Table options tabsheet, commands are divided into four parameter groups:
Database action's profiles, Table's attributes, Insert/Update attributes and
List mode attributes.
Action's profiles: this group of parameters contains the user profiles
enabled for the relative functions on the database.
Insert : displays user profile enabled to insert data.
• Update : displays user profile enabled to update data.
• Delete : displays user profile enabled to delete data.
• View : displays user profile enable to view data.
• Filter : displays user profile enabled to filter data.
• Lookup : displays user profile enabled to browse lookup fields.
• View in DB Manager : indicates the user profile enabled to view the
table in the Tables-management-plugin.
•
•

Image showing the section in which to define the user profiles of a table.

All the profiles listed are those of the supported CMSs. For more details
see sections 3.3 and 3.4.
Styles: as seen in chapter 5.11 it is possible to define styles for the various
parts that make up the record list form of a table.
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Using the default styles it would not be possible to create forms with
different graphic appearances. In this regard, the Device Configurator
allows you to associate customs styles to the various parts that make up the
list of records in a table, changing the graphic settings.

Image showing the parameters to customize the field list.

By selecting a properly created custom style from each combobox, it is
possible to obtain a table with an interface different from that obtained by
applying the default styles.
Table's attributes: this parameter group includes options concerning
table’s features.
 SQL Table name: shows table’s SQL name in the database.
 Tabel name: shows table’s name that the user sees translated into
several languages thanks to custom strings.
 Description: sets a user string with table’s content description,
translated into several languages thanks to custom strings.
Local tables: this section defines the parameters for managing local tables.
•
•

Use as local: indicates whether the table is local to the device or
remote on the reference website;
Empty table before download: indicates whether the table should
be emptied with a truncate SQL statement before being populated
with records with the download records operation.
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•

Download by userid: indicates whether the download of the records
should be performed only on the records relating to the currently
logged in user. This function requires a TUserIdField type field to be
present on the remote and local tables.

The Tables-management-plugin allows enabled users to download records
from the remote database to the local database and, vice versa, upload
records from the local database to the remote database. This is only
possible if the remote and local tables have the same name and structure.
Insert/Update attributes: in this group of parameters, the settings related
to the modification of the table are placed.
• Grouped: allows you to graphically group the records according to
the groups defined in the Groups tabsheet with the graphic options
defined in the Groups section of the Data page;
• Close page after inserting/editing record: by setting this option the
page is closed after the insertion or modification of a record;
• Reload data after Insert/Edit: indicates whether the table data must
be automatically loaded after an operation of inserting or editing
records, a message will be shown to the user who tries to save a
record without having entered mandatory fields;
• Show labels: show the labels of the table;
• Hide empty fields on view: allows you to hide empty fields in the
view state. During insertion and modification these fields are present.
List mode attributes: in this group of parameters, there are the settings
that regulate the display of the records in the lists (plugin
Table.viewrecords-plugin).
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Image showing the record list structure of a table.

• Table has CMS prefix: indicates whether the table on the remote
database has a prefix in the name given by the prefix used by the
CMS at the time of installation; eg. wp_users or sgh_users ...
• Mark record: indicates whether the current record must be tagged,
i.e. shown when the table is opened;
• Show first item as 'list title': displays the first field of the record
with the List title style;
• Show labels: shows the labels in the record lists of the table;
• All records searchable for admin: the administrator can view all
the records entered by any user by managing the relative filters;
• Has favourites records: setting this parameter enables the
management of favorites. Each local or remote table can have a table
locally where favorite records are inserted, such as. users of the
plugin related to Instant messaging. If the developer were to create
a table of products, events or other, he could manage the user's
favorite records with this simple management.
• Auto filter: this parameter indicates how and whether to
automatically filter a table when it displays its data. This parameter
has 3 values: None, Auto filter by userid and Auto filter by company.
◦ None: indicates that no filter should be applied;
◦ Auto filter by userid: indicates that a filter must be applied to the
user, therefore only the records entered by the user will be
displayed;
◦ Auto filter by company: indicates that a filter must be applied on
the company, therefore only the records entered by that company
will be displayed.
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• Click action: defines the behavior that the plugin form must have
Table.viewrecords-plugin when a user selects a particular record. The
parameters are 3: View, Change and Document.
View: indicates that the selected record should be shown in view.
◦ Change: indicates that the selected record should be shown in edit.
◦ Open document: indicates that the document attached to the record
defined in the property Document field must be shown for the
selected record.
◦

• Document field : indicates the field to be used as a document in the
property Click action.
• Direction : indicates the arrangement of the labels within the record.
This parameter has 2 values: Horizontal and Vertical.
◦ Horizontal: arranges label and value on a single line;
◦ Vertical: arranges label and value on separate lines.

Record with property direction = Vertical.

Record with property direction = Horizontal.

Record where labels are not displayed.
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• Alignment: indicates the alignment of values and labels within the
record. This parameter has 3 values: Left, Right and Center.
◦ Left: aligns the data to the left;
◦ Right: aligns the data to the right;
◦ Center: center the data.

Record for property Alignment = right.

Record with property Alignment = left.

We suggest experimenting and seeing which setting is preferable.

7.3 Groups
The Groups section defines the logical groups on which the fields of a
record must be divided. If no groups are defined, the data is shown flat,
with no grouping.in modo piatto, senza nessun raggruppamento.

Image showing the Groups section.
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To define a group select a value from the combobox Values, containing the
Custom strings, and press the '+' button. This will be displayed in the list
below. By pressing the '-' button it is possible to delete the selected item.
By selecting an item in the list and pressing the buttons at the bottom of it,
it will be possible to change their order within the list itself.
Below are some images that exemplify the content of some tables for
which groups have been defined.

Record defined on 2 groups, one for the image and one for the data.

Record defined on multiple groups.
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7.4 Table actions
Database actions are not limited only to the classic Insert, Update or
Delete of a record. Those who know how to manage databases well know
the use of triggers. In some cases the developers are not familiar enough
with these constructs, instead they are familiar with PHP. For this reason,
the mechanism of Table actions was introduced, PHP scripts to be
executed, "like triggers", before or after a database action.

Image of the Table actions editor.

The properties to define an action are:
• Name: name of the action that allows us to list it in a list;
• Event type: type of event that decides when the action. The events
are:
◦ Before insert, After insert respectively indicate that the action
must be performed before or after the insertion of a new record;
◦ Before update, After update indicate respectively that the action
must be performed before or after the modification of a record;
◦ Before delete, After delete respectively indicate that the action
must be performed before or after deleting a record.
• HTML action type: the type of data transfer used by the PHP, GET
or POST file;
• PHP file: the path of the PHP file to be executed;
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•

PHP params: the parameters of the url to be executed.

The definition of the php url will consist eg. :
PHP file: (DOMAIN) /device/BlockUser.php;
PHP params: (ACCOUNT.EMAIL), id = (ID), op = (BLOCKED).
The tags referring to the names of the fields in the table are inserted in
capital letters in round brackets. At the time of execution of the action, the
Tags will be replaced with the real values of the fields.
Device Configurator has some system tags:
(ACCOUNT.EMAIL): email of the user currently logged in;
(ACCOUNT.USERNAME): username of the user currently logged in;
(ACCOUNT.NAME): name of the user currently logged in;
(USER.ID): id of the user currently logged in;
(USER.PROFILE): profile of the currently logged in user.
(VERSION): used in the url indicates the version of the device connection
plugin installed on your CMS.
7.5 SQL filters & join
This section defines a series of constructs that allow the developer to
create filtering on the database table or the master / detail.
SQL prefilters
Prefilters are filters, which are SQL predicates (WHERE) that are applied
when a table's data is loaded. In the sections relating to the bottombar,
menu and menu page we have seen that for the creation of an item with the
plugin Table.viewrecords-plugin it is possible to define also a PreFilter.
This property allows you not to load all the table data in the natural order
due to its primary index but allows you to load only the records that
respond to a query ordered according to a specific condition.
To define a prefilter, select a code from the combobox Prefilter codes
necessary to identify the filter within a list. The codes present in this
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combobox are loaded by the Custom strings. After pressing the '+' button,
the relevant editor will be shown.

Image of the PreFilter editor.

In the Where section enter the part of the SQL statement relating to the
predicate in question. This section identifies the filter. In the Order by
section, enter the SQL condition for sorting the data. The Select fields part
of the statement is automatic. The fields are those of the table that have set
the ‘Visible in list’ attribute.
For a more complete discussion of this part, the developer is referred to an
SQL manual.
Form SQL filters
Often the developer finds himself having to filter the data of a table not
only when it is loaded but also during its management, as mentioned in
paragraph 5.6. In this regard, the Form SQL filters construct was
introduced which allows the user to filter data according to filters set by
the developer with a simple click. The definition of these filters is similar
to the previous one to which we refer.
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Join
The master / detail is one of the most used relational constructs in
databases. To define a master / detail relationship, i.e. 1 to N, the Device
Configurator needs 2 steps.
In the first, through the properties of the Master/Detail relation
definitions, the relationship that binds 2 tables is defined, using the editor
visible in the image below. First you select the detail table with respect to
the one currently selected in the table manager. Then you select a field
from the left list, master table, a field from the right list, detail table, and
press the '+' button. The relationship between the 2 fields is added to the
list at the bottom of the form. If the relationship between the 2 tables
consists of several fields, repeat the operation. At the end, press the 'Close'
button.
To modify an existing relationship, double click on the relevant line of the
proposed list, while to delete one, press '-' after selecting the relationship to
be deleted.

Image of the master / detail editor.
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Once the relationship between the 2 tables has been defined, it is necessary
to define an action that the user must perform during a data entry
operation.
Press '+' from the Master/detail action section and the relevant editor will
be shown.
An image of the Join editor is visible below.
The editor properties are described below.
• Name: name of the action;
• Master table state: state of the master table in which the action
button must be shown. There are 3 states: on Insert when inserting a
record in the master table; on Edit when editing the record in the
master table and on View when viewing the same record.
• Join relation: relation to be applied to the join among those
previously defined;
• Action type on db: type of action or status of the detail form;
• Button description: label of the button to be inserted in the master
form. This code is defined between the Custom strings.
• Image code: image code to be displayed on the button. These images
are defined in Images/bottombar.
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Image of the master / detail action editor.

• Action position: position of the buttons relating to the master/detail
functions. There are 3 possible positions:
• Show buttons on bottom: the buttons are shown at the bottom of
the form after all fields;
• Show select area on top: the buttons are shown in the master/detail
area under the form toolbar. Here, fonts and colors defined in the
Form details area are applied.
• Show record on form: the fields of the record in question are
shown directly in the master form.

7.6 SQL
The SQL page manages the creation of the database tables.
It is possible to view the table creation statement and execute it manually
on the server, or create the table directly.
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Functions for database management
Make sql
statement for
table

Displays the SQL statement relating to the
creation of the selected table. By copying
this statement to the server, the desired table
is created in a database.

Import table
structure

Import the structure of a table present on the
remote MySQL database.

Create table
on MySql db
Create
preferites or
local tables

Create or update the structure of the selected
table directly on the CMS database. If the
table already exists and contains data, it will
be deleted.
Create or update the structure of the selected
table directly on the local database of the
device. If the table already exists and
contains data, it is deleted.

7.7 Field options
Once a table has been created and its properties defined, its fields can be
added. These, defined within the Device Configurator, are logical fields,
while the physical ones are present on the database.

Create a table field.
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To create a field, select the type from the combobox on the toolbar (figure
above) and press the New field button on the toolbar. The tabsheet shown
in the figure below will be displayed immediately.
The data in this section are divided into various areas: Profiles, Field's
attributes, Attributes, Group name, Concat field on list view and others
peculiar to the type of field itself.

Field’s parameters.

Profiles
The profiles section indicates the user profiles enabled to perform the
various operations on the fields of the table.
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The Crud profiles indicate the user profiles enabled for the Insert, Update
and View functions in the data insertion/modification/display mode.
The Lookup profiles indicate the user profiles enabled for the Update and
View functions in the lookup mode.
Style
A database field, in addition to following the default styles discussed in
chapter 5, can have custom styles. Custom styles have this function.
For each single field 3 different styles can be defined:
• Label: defines the style of the field label;
• On view: defines the style of the control in the View state of the
record;
• On Edit: defines the style of the control in the record's Edit status.
Each table can be managed directly or as a lookup inside a TLookupField
type field. This is nothing more than a reference to a specific record of a
given table.
As regards the management of profiles, we refer to what has been said
previously in sections 3.3 User profiles and 3.4 Admin profiles.
An important parameter is the Owner checkbox. If this parameter is set,
the function indicated in the relevant profile, as well as to the users of that
given profile, is extended to the user who created/modified the record in
question. For example:
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Image of the CRUD and style parameters of the database fields.

according to the image above the insertion and display of the field are
allowed to all users while the modification to no user. If the Owner
checkbox for the Update profile property had been set, the management of
the field would be extended to the user who entered or modified the data.
Field's attributes
This section defines, as for the table, the physical name of the field on the
database through the property SQL field name, its translated name,
displayed to the user, using the Custom strings present in the Field name
parameter, and if required, the Size of the field itself (number of characters
per string).

Image relating to a field attribute of type TImageField.

The property Default search indicates the operator to apply to the field if
the property Search is defined among the Options attributes.
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The Download on local table property indicates whether the field must be
included in the download fields in the event that a download operation is
performed on a local table.
Options
Options are very important properties that determine the behavior of the
field itself:
• Mandatory: indicates whether the user is obliged to enter values;
• Required: indicates that the field belongs to a group of which at least
one must be mandatory by the user. For example, if a table contains
fields A, B, C and D, with A mandatory and both B and C required,
the record is inserted only if a value has been defined for field A and
for fields B and C at least one has been enhanced;
• Readonly: indicates whether the field should be editable or not. For
example, a field deriving from GPS information must not be
modified by the user;
• Visible: indicates whether the field must be visible or not (userid is
generally not visible);
• Visible in list: indicates whether the field should be displayed when
the record list is shown;
• Filter: indicates whether the field should be added to fields subject to
advanced filtering (query style);
• Search: indicates whether the field should be added to the list of
fields in the search form (see Table.Searchrecord-plugin);
• Find in form: indicates whether the field should be added to fields
for which a search can be made in the form.

Image of a record filter using the 'Find in form' function.
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Group Name indicates the logical group to which the field must be
associated. Groups are created in the tabsheet Groups.
It is not mandatory to define this property unless the Grouped property of
the table is set in the Insert/Update attributes section of the same.
The Concat field on list view parameter only takes effect when records
from a table are displayed (Table.Viewrecords-plugin). Often for the sake
of representation, it is necessary to show 2 fields together. For example, in
a registry containing 'Surname' and 'Name', it is important to combine
these two fields as if they were one. To do this, when defining the
'Surname' field, you have to insert the 'Name' field in the Concat field on
list view property and the data will be shown, as in the figure below.

Result of the Concat field on list view property.

The property Separator indicates the characters that must be interposed
between the two concatenated fields to be displayed in the list of records
of a table.
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Set the property concat field on list view.

Each database field has a part of common options, like the ones above, and
a part that are peculiar to the type of the field itself.
The types of fields currently supported are:
Field type
TStringField
TMemoField
TSmallIntField
TIntegerField
TFloatField

Function
String type management
Memo field type management
Smallint type management
Integer type management
Float type management
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TListField
TLookupListField
TLookupEditField

TCheckField
TDateField
TTimeField
TDateTimeField
TImageField
TFixedImage
TFixedText

TSignatureField
TBarCodeField
TEmailField
TPhoneField
TDocumentField
TStatusField
TGPSLatitudeField
TGPSLongitudeField
TGPSCountryNameField
TGPSLocalityField

Combobox management
Combobox management with reference to a
field of another table
Editable combobox management. The
edited text indicates the substring to search
for in the table.
Check box management
Date management
Hour management
Date and hour management
Image or photo management
Fixed image management in order to make
the interface more pleasant
Static text management, to notify messages
or explanations to the user. This is similar to
a label.
User signature management made with your
finger or stylus
Barcode management / reading
User email management
Telephone number management
Document management (pdf, doc, ...)
Field indicating a status similar to the
checkbox
Latitude management read by GPS
Longitude management read by GPS
Country management derived from GPS
reading
Location management derived from GPS
reading
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TGPSPostalCodeField

Postal code management derived from GPS
reading
TGPSAddressField
Address management derived from GPS
reading
TGPSSubAdminAreaField Sub location management derived from
GPS reading
TUseridField
User id management
TUserProfileField
User profile management
TUserEmailField
User email management
TCompanyIdField
Company id management
TMasterField, TDetailField Fields for managing master/detail tables
Each field can have its own properties that determine its behavior.
7.7.1 TStringField
TStringField: field that manages the data strings.

Dedicated properties of a string type field.
•
•
•
•

Text prompt: indicates the input line prompt;
Default: indicates the default value of the control;
Simple string: handles the control as a simple string;
Url string: the control is shown as the address of a click-sensitive
website. Clicking on this opens the relevant web page;
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•

•

Social url string: similar to Url string, but specific for socials. You
will only be able to use this component if you have the Social plugin
in your app.
Otherwise it will be impossible for users to open the indicated sites.
Url prefix: indicates the url associated with the field if the Url string
attribute is set.

7.7.2 TMemoField
TMemoField: field that manages memos. A memo field is a text field
arranged over several lines. It only has generic properties.
7.7.3 TSmallIntField, TIntegerField
TSmallIntField e TIntegerField: field that handle integers.
Their difference is in the range of numbers they can contain.
TSmallIntField refers to the SQL smallint type while TIntegerField creates
and maintains an integer type field.

Image showing the dedicated properties of an Integer type field.

• Text prompt: indicates the input line prompt;
• Auto Increment: indicates whether the field has the auto_increment
property at the database level; generally a field with this parameter
active is not visible;
• Min, Max, Default: relatively set the minimum, maximum and
default value of the control;
• Currency/measures:indicates if the field has a unit of measure that
it displays in the list of records.
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7.7.4 TFloatField
TFloatField: field that manages numbers with commas.
For options see TIntegerField.
7.7.5 TLookupListField
TLookupListField: field that manages a combobox with lookup function.

Dedicated properties of a lookup field.

• Table name: indicates the table to refer to for the lookup;
• Field Id: indicates the field of the above mentioned table to refer to
for the lookup, managing this Integer type field as a reference;
• Field description: defines the field of the aforementioned table to be
entered by the user in the combobox drop-down list.
• Copy value in field: indicates on which field of the table to copy the
value of the Field description field. This function can be used when
the developer wants to perform a search (Find in form) on a lookup
field. Since only the lookup integer value is saved in the table, the
search can be performed on this field.
7.7.6 TLookupEditField
TLookupEditField: field that manages an editable combobox with lookup
function.
This field is similar to the previous one, differing in only one aspect.
While the TLookupListField field combobox loads all values from the
lookup table and is generally used in tables where the records for lookup
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values are relatively few. The TLookupEditField field is used when there
are many records that make up the lookup values and the data loading time
would be excessive.
This field has an empty editable combobox, but when the user begins to
write in it after the third character, a database search is started on all the
values that contain the characters typed by the user. This restricts the
search and data loading time.
7.7.7 TDocumentField
TDocumentField: field that manages documental contents, for example
pdf, doc, images, videos ...

Image showing the dedicated properties of a document type field.

Text prompt: indicates the input line prompt;
• Document type: if the Click action property has the value
'Document', you can indicate here the type of content of the field,
including Audio, Video and Document, which can be opened with a
simple click when the record status is View.
•

7.7.8 TDateField, TTimeField, TDateTimeField
TDateField, TTimeField, TDateTimeField: fields that handle date, time,
or both.

Dedicated properties of a date / time type field.
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• Auto field: indicates whether the field should set the date and/or time
automatically;
• Format: indicates the format that the field should take when
displaying the data.
7.7.9 TImageField
TImageField: field that manages an image captured by the camera or
selected from the device gallery.

Properties dedicate di un campo grafico.

• Width: indicates the desired width for previewing the image. If
Width is empty, the image occupies the useful width of the form.
• Height: indicates the desired width of the image preview. If Height
is empty, the height of the image is equal to its width.
• List default image: indicates the default image that must be shown
in the record list of a table when the field has no value. This is
selected from the Fixed Images.
• Form default image: indicates the default image that must be shown
in a form when the field has no associated image. This is selected
from the Fixed Images.
• Url prefix: indicates the initial part of the url of the image that must
be opened. To this is added the value of the field present in the
database. Use this property when accessing tables managed by
websites that contain images whose files are not inserted in the
(DOMAIN)/images path.
• ShowLabel: indicates if you want to show a Label for the image
itself.
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• Input : indicates the method of image acquisition between gallery,
camera or both.
7.7.10 TFixedImage
TFixedImage: field that manages a fixed image, selectable from those
present in Fixed images. The content of this field is not entered in the
database. The image has only a purely aesthetic function.

Dedicated properties of a FixedImage field.

Width: displays the desired width of image’s preview. If Width =
null, the image has form’s usable width.
• Height: displays the desired width of image’s preview. If Height =
null, image height is equal to its width.
• Fixed image: combo box where to choose the image for this
element. Images among which you will choose are set in Images
section => Fixed Images that we have explained in paragraph 1.2.
•

7.7.11 TListField
TListField: field that manages a combo box with default items.

Dedicated properties of a list’s field (combobox).
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The editor in the image shows how to create combobox’s items starting
from custom strings that are set by the user. An integer is saved in the
database indicating the position of the value within the combobox.
7.7.12 TCheckField
TCheckboxField: field that manages a checkbox with alphanumeric
values.

Dedicated properties of a (Boolean) checkbox field.
•
•

•

•
•

Checked by default: indicates whether the initial state of the check
should be checked;
Hide group: indicates whether the checkbox should be responsible
for the visibility status of the group that contains it. In this case,
when the record is in the View state, if the checkbox is in the checked
state, the group will be displayed otherwise it will be hidden.
Hide group when checked: indicates that the state of the button in
which the group in which it is contained is to be hidden is
unchecked.
Checked value : string that identifies the value to be saved in the
database when the checkbox is selected.
Unchecked value : string that identifies the value to be saved in the
database when the checkbox is NOT selected.

7.7.13 TSignatureField
TSignatureField: field that manages the user signature made with a pen or
finger.
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Signature done with a stylus in an Android app.

7.7.14 GPS fields
GPS fields: this type of field manages data deriving from the GPS reading.
The fields in question are: TTGPSLatitudeField, TGPSLongitudeField,
TGPSLocalityField, TGPSCountryNameField, TGPSPostalCodeField,
TGPSAddressField, TGPSSubAdminAreaField.
7.7.15 TPhoneField
TPhoneField: field that manages telephone, fax and mobile numbers.
The field is shown to the user with the Link style and when the user clicks
on it, a telephone call is initiated.
7.7.16 TUserIdField
TUserIdField: field that manages the user id by inserting it in a field of
the database table.
The use of this field is necessary in two circumstances:
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•

•

the table must manage the Auto filter property set to the Auto filter
by Userid value. In this way the user only sees data entered or
modified by himself;
The table must manage data based on the user profile. See paragraph
7.1.

7.7.17 TUserProfileField
TUserProfileField: field that manages the user profile by inserting it in a
field of the database table.
7.7.18 TUserEmailField
TUserEmailField: field that manages the user's email by inserting it in a
field of the database table. The field is shown to the user with the Link
style and when the user clicks on it, the service for sending a new email is
started.
7.7.19 TCompanyIdField
TCompanyIdField: field that manages the id of a company and inserts it
in a field of the database table. This field is necessary if the table needs to
manage/set the Auto filter property to the Auto filter by CompanyId value
so that a user can only manage data that can be traced back to his own
company. It is necessary if the app manages data from multiple companies.
7.7.20 TMasterField, TDetailField
The TMasterField and TDetailField fields allow the management of
master/detail tables.
If the developer wants to create master/detail tables, he must insert a
TMasterField type field within the master table and a TDetailField field in
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the detail table. The fields, managed internally with unique values by
I.B.C. App Maker, are used in creating the master/detail relationship. The
developer will have to worry about mapping these fields using the Join
editor.

7.8 Query
Queries are an essential part of databases. I.B.C. App Maker addressed the
issue by allowing the developer to create parametric queries quickly and
easily. The SQL knowledge required is basic. It is also possible to create
very complex statements, it all depends on the needs and skills of the
developer himself.
In the following image you can see the Query Manager. Basically this is
very similar to the Table Manager and has the same functionality but in a
reduced way. The Profiles section, obviously reduced, has only 3 profiles
since with the queries on you can insert, modify or delete records.
For the other sections present, please refer to the Table Manager.
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7.8.1 Query options

Image of the query manager.

The substantial difference between the Table Manager and the Query
Manager is identified by the method of creating the database object.
To create a query after defining its options in Query options, press button
A visible in the figure above. The SQL editor will appear, visible below.
This is a text editor, featuring a syntax highlight that provides some tags to
parameterize the SQL statement.
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7.8.2 SQL editor
Le tag previste sono :
%filter% o Where %filter%: is replaced by the WHERE conditions created
by I.B.C. App Maker, regarding the filter, search, Find in form functions
and the single field of the table or Form filters of the query itself;
%and filter% : has the same functionality as the tag %filter% with the
difference that it is used to join two or more predicates. Eg.WHERE
(name like ‘%J%’)%and filter%;
%or filter% : has the same functionality as the tag %filter% with the
difference that it is used to separate two or more predicates. Eg. WHERE
(name like ‘%John%’)%or filter%;
%limit% : is replaced with the correct limit values provided by I.B.C. App
Maker. By default this value is 25;
%offset% : is replaced with the correct offset values provided by I.B.C.
App Maker, for scrolling through records.

Image of the SQL editor.

After pressing the 'Close' button, a field mapper is shown which allows
you to define the type of App Maker field to be associated for each query
field, based on the SQL type. This window is called DataSet structure
manager because it allows you to define the query structure. Clicking on
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field type opens a drop-down that allows the selection of the supported
field type for the SQL field in question. At the end of the operation, press
the 'Close' button. All the fields of the query will be imported and
displayed in the list on the left of the window.
The developer must complete the configuration by adding for each single
field the Label, the Field options, profiles, styles ...

As for tables, it is possible to add single fields of type TFixedImage or
TFixedText. The manual addition of any other type of field is prohibited.
Fixed type fields are designed to make the detailed form of the query itself
pleasant. When the user wants to view a query, first a list of fields is
displayed that have the 'Visible in list' attribute enabled, as for the table,
then pressing on the record a form is displayed with the detail of the record
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which includes all the fields of the query. The 'Click Action' and 'List
attributes' functions present in the Table Manager are also provided for
the query.
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8) Creazione dell'app
8.1 App registration
Once the configuration of your app is finished, to proceed with its
purchase, it is necessary to register it on the site
https://www.ibcappmaker.com. To register, create an account on the site, if
you don't already have it, and log in. Then open the Projects/Android
projects page to register an Android app or the Projects/iOS projects page
to register an iOS app.
Fill in all the fields with the required data and insert the .deploy file as
Deploy file, created by the Device configurator using the relevant Deploy
function, and as the System images field the file generated by the
functions Images => Android system images and icons or Images => iOS
system images and icons.
8.2 Purchase of plugins
After registering the app, you need to purchase it. Go to the Store page of
the site and click on the desired platform.

To decide what to buy, you can refer to the Check plugins function of the
Device configurator. This function indicates which plugins to purchase
and the exact number of licenses to get the currently configured app. At
this point, search for these plugins on the store, add them to the cart and
proceed with the purchase. During the purchase phase, it is necessary to
indicate in the Store code field the code obtained during app registration,
in the field of the same name. Pay and after a maximum of 48 hours, you
will receive an email with the notification of the completion of the
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creation. Download the binary obtained and upload it to your Android or
iOS Store.
If you don't want to manage your app on the Google Play Store or Apple
Store, you can purchase the publishing service and your store will be
entirely managed by our technicians.

Appendix.
How to create your own template project
To create your own template, first create a new project that is fully
functional or only partially. At the end of the project that you intend to be
common to all future projects, copy its folder into the Device Projects\
Defaults subdirectory. The next time a new project is created, the project
developed by the user will also be proposed among the default values.
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